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Abstract: Wien-bridge sinusoidal oscillator, based on
current-feedback opamp is modified to obtain chaotic
oscillator. This modification is done following the
simple linear domain issues. Experimental results,
SPICE and numerical simulations are given.

1. Iutroduction
In recent years, there has been growing interest in the
nonlinear dynamics of electronic systems, especially in
chaotic oscillators. This is due to fact that complicated
behaviour ofthe chaos is expected to be ofcommercial
value for the applications as secure communication
and chaotic synchronisation. Eventhough chaotic
oscillators have been studied since early EO's, Chua's
chaotic oscillator has been a paradigm for srudying
chaos in nonlinear circuits t I l. Different
implementations of Chua's circuit are given [2,3].
On the other hand, the current-feedback opamps
(CFOA's) are receiving considerable attention recently
(see [4-6] and the references cited therein) as these
elements offer the following advantages over th€
conventional opamps: i) constant bandwidth almost
independent of the gain, ii) practically no slew rate
limitation (typically 2000V/psec). Also, it has been
shown that sinusoidal oscillators implemented from a
CFOA, e.g. Wien-bridge oscillator, exhibit superior
features with respect to their classical opamp-based
counrerparts, such as higher frequency of operation
and lower distortion levels [7].
In the literature, there is a large amount of chaos
oscillators obtained by modifying Wien-bridge type
sinusoidal oscillator [8-13]. In this work, a Wien-
bridge type oscillator based chaos generator will be
inuoduced.
The proposed one here is an RC chaos oscillator based
on CFOA and the involved active nonlinear resistor rs
provided by a general purpose signal diode. The
advantages of th€ proposed circuit over the mcntioned
ones can be summarized by the advantages ofRC over
LC, advantages of diode over JFET [8] and above
mentioned advanrages of CFOA's over OA's.
Moreover, it will be shown that this chaos generator
obeys most of the design rules proposed in [4] which
aim to make use of simple linear domain design issues
in nonlinear domain.
First. dynamic equations of CFOA based Wien-bridge
oscillator will be given and modification done to
obtain chaos will be explained. Also SPICE
simulations will be introduced. Secondly,
mathematical model will be given, numerical
simulations done by MATLAB will be discussed and

experimental results, which verify the numerical
simuladons will be presented.

2. The Proposed Cbaotic Oscillator
In order to obtain chaotic oscillator, the Wien-bridgc
sinusoidal oscillator based on CFOA given in Figure I
will be modified.
Here the amplifier block of Wien-bridge oscillator is
implemented around a CFOA which is used as a non-
inverting voltage controlled voltage source with gain
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Figure l: Wien-bridge oscillator based on CFOA

Feedback block of Wien-bridge oscillator is composed
of R1, C; in series and R2, C2 in parallel. Stare-space
equations of this Wien+ype sinusoidal oscillator are as
following:

The oscillation condition can be easily obtained from
these equadons as:

=!==!t*-'-5, Q)R , C ,  R , C r '  R "

and oscillation frequency is rr5:

(3 )
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Before inuoducing the chaos oscillator which is the

modified version of this Wien type sinusoidal

oscillator, the parysitic effects of CFOA will be

considered. Following the design rules in Il4l' the aim

It is well-known from Poincare-Bendixson theorem

It5] thar two dimensional autonomous systems do not

havl -chaotic soludons' so for chaos generation the

order of the circuit has to be at least three' To obtain

chaos oscillator, an additional capacitor C3 is

connected in parallel with a nonlinear reslstor as

shown in Figure 2'
This chaotic oscillator follows another design rule of

[14] which states that "the nonlinear element should

Le separated from the linear blocks so that the

functionality of these blocks are clear, ideal and

independent of the parameters of any nonlinear

element". As explained above, the linear building

blocks of the Wien-bridge oscillator are not used in

obcaining the nonlinearity which is provided by the

second CFOA and general-purpose diode. This second

CFOA plays the role of a negative impedarce

conu"rt"i and due to diode it is only activated at

voltages vcl>v6, where vs is the forward voltage drop

of the diode (vo = 0.6V).

Figure 2: Modified Wien-bridge oscillator for chaos

Thus obtained nonlinear active resistor with

antisymmeuic characteristic can be modelled by two

segment piecewise nonlinear characteristic'

Bi using general'purpose diode in order to obtain

active nonlinear resistor' another design rule of [14] is

fulfilled.
From this modified chaos generating Wien-br"dge

oscillator, it is easy to go back to sinusoidal Wien-

bridge oscillator by just short-circuiting the capacrtor

C3.

This circuit also provides two buffered ouput
voltages, which avoids loading effects during

measurements.
The equations describing this chaotic oscillator are as

follows:

(4)

wherc k=R"z/R.r and H(x) is the Heaviside function'

l 0  x < 0
t h a t i s H ( x ) = l l  

x 2 0 .

Figure 3 shows the phase portrait and the outPut I

waveform for vo1 obtained by SPICE simulation with

the following element values: Rl=l0lcCl, Rr=40k(l'

Rr2k, R+-1430ft, Cr=tnF, Cz=0.25nF, Cr=O'snF'

3 a

v 0 l
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Figure 3: a) The phase poflrait of vo2 versus

b)Typical waveform of vol(t)
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Ra1=8k(1, R"r=l7kf); and using a macromodel of a
commercially available CFOA, AD844 t4l and
1N4148 diode. '

It can be easily observed that with the given element
values, the chaotic oscillator exhibits chaotic
behaviour after- the Wien-bridge oscillator operates in
the oscillatory mode.

3. Mathematical Model and Experimentat Results
The state-space equarions given above can be
transformed into the following form:

. (k-r)  l l ' l  fo l- (k- l )  l l  v  l+ l  o  l (z- t ln tz- t l
(2k + a)J l'l I,P J

k - l

k - l - 4

2k

(s)
.  v-,  v.,  v.. ,  R,, R,

Where  X =- ,  y  =  3 ,2  =  - ,O l  =  - ,n  =  - - ,
v o  v o  v o  R 3 ' '  R .

R .
F=* J{=RrCr, p=R1C2, }1=RoCr.

K !

The phase portrait obtained by solving these equations

using MATLAB with k=2, rl=0.25, T=1, Tz=0.25,
h=0.8, a=8, F=11.2 is given in Figure 4. In this
figure, new state variables are defined corresponding
to the outpus of the CFOA's in Fig. 2. In this figure,
phase portrait of 2y+z versus z is shown. This
dynamical system has two equilibrium points and
eigenvalues calculated at these equilibrium points are
as following:

[ -ntua, 0.3674+i0.978, z<l

I - 0.0525, 0.5262+ j4.33, z> |

0
2v't

Figure 4 The phase poruait of the new variables
corresponding to the CFOA's outputs in Figure 2.

Figure 5 Stable equilibrium point for R.e=l4h0.

These equilibrium poins are of hyperbolic saddle'
focus type, sincc they both have real y, and complex
o+jo, eigenvalues satisfying .1o<0 [16]. When z<1,
the hyperbolic saddle focus type equilibrium point is
at the origin, but in the case of 21, the other same
type equilibrium point is vinual and it is at ( 14,0,- l4).
Eventhough there exist two equilibrium poins of

hyperbolic saddle focus type, since 
o'ot 

r I , ,h"
TrTz

attractor is not a Shilnikov typc. Instcad, there must
exist a heteroclinic cycle in which thcre is a chaotic
attractor [l61. This phenomena is observed in
experimental results.

(b)
Figure 6 a) Phase porrait b) Waveform of heteroclinic
orbit.
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Figure 7 a) Phase portrait b) Waveform of heteroclinic
orbit with two loops around each equilibrium point.

The circuit is constructed with Rr=lOK), Rz=40k.C1,
Rr=2kO, R4-1428Cl, Cr=lnF, C2=0.25nF, G=0.5nF,
R"r=8kQ. Ro is used for tuning and its value .is
changed from l4kfl to 20kC). The CFOA's are realised
by using AD844 from Analog Devices [4] supplied
wrrh +15 V. As shown in Figure 5 when Ra=l4kf),
stable equilibrium point is observed. When R"2 is

tuned to l4.35lcCf period-l is obtained. Then Ru2 is
tuned to l5kCl and heteroclinic orbit connecting two
hyperbolic saddle foci is obtained. The phase portrait
of vo2 against vo1 in this case is given in Figure 6a and
the waveform of vo2 is given in Figure 6b-
Heteroclinic orbit with two loops around each
equilibrium point is obtained for R.2=lfg2 and the
corresponding phase porrait and the waveform of vo2
are given in Figures 7a and 7b, rcspectively. In Figure

8a, rhe chaotic attractor is given for R"u=16.9kQ. The
heteroclinic orbits between two equilibrium points are
observed in Figure 8b where the phase Portrait of vc2
against vol is given. The oscilloscope horizontal and
vertical scale values in figure 8a are twice as large as
those used in hgures 6aand7a.
During the route from steady-state to chaos solutions,
the chaotic attraclor is observed without continuous
evolution through quasi-periodic solutions. This is due
to rhe heteroclinic orbit between two hyperbolic

saddle focus type equilibrium points [15].

Figure 8 a) The chaotic attractor b) The phase portrait
of v"2 against vo;.

4. Conclusion
In this work, Wien-bridge type sinusoidal oscillator is
modified to obtain chaoric attracror. The modification
is carried out by following the design rules proposed
in tl4l. SPICE ard MATLAB simulations
andexperimental results are given. The observed
chaotic attractor and route to it are explained using the
observations in the experiments and thc mathematical
results. The equations obtained for the chaos attractor
resemble that of the given in t8l, but rhe
implementation here is simpler as 6 resistors are used
instead of 8. Also, here CFOA's are used instead of
OA's, therefore a better high frequency performance
is expected owing to the well-known advantages of
the CFOA's over classical opamps. Since the
equations resemble each other, the chaotic anractor
observed is the same as the one given in [8].
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